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ME 701 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer,{II questions)

(8xs= 40)

(a) Define the following temrs
(i) Vector (ii) Euclidean space (iii) Convex set (iv) Spanning set (v) Hyper plares.

(b) What are the flmdamental theorems of LPP?

(c) Write note on the following terms
(i) Slack variable (ii) Surplus variable (iii) Basic feasible solution
(iv) Artifi oial variable.

(d) How can you identily an unbounded solution Aom a simplex table? Exptain with an
example,

(e) Write linear programming model oftransportation problems.

(0 Discusspracticalapplicationsofassignmentproblems.

G) Write note on Monte-Carlo simulation.

O) What is Kendall's notation? Give classification of queuing system based on Kendall
notation.

PART B

fzrzf
(a) Find the inverse of l, , ,ljzzl
(b) Investigate for consistency in the following equations and fmd the solutions,

(4xls=60)
(7)

(5)

(P.r.o.)

(a)

4x-2y +62 =8
x+ y-32=*l

15x -3y +92 =21
OR

(b) Check whether the given vectors are linearly dependent. If so, find the relation
between rhem. P,2,7), {2,4,1),(1,- 2,6)

(c) Investigate the value of ), and p so that the equations

2x+3y+52=9;7 x+3y -22 =8; 2x+3y+ )"2 = p have (i) no solution (ii) unique
solution.

(8)

(5)

(s)
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Iv. (a)
(b)

2

Wtat are the assumptions oflinear programming problems, (r)
A local travel agent is planning a chartered fip to major sea resorts. The eight (12)
daylseven night package includes the fare for round aip travel, surface transportatior,
boarding and loading and solected tour options. The chartered nip is restricted to 200
persons and the previous experiences indicate that there will not be any problem for
getting 200 persons. The problems for the travel agent is to determine the number of
deluxe, standard and rrip. These thee plans differ according to seating and service for
the flight, quality of accommodation, meal plans and tour options. The following
sumrnarizes the estimated prices for tkee packages and corresponding expenses for
travel agent. The travel agent has hired an aircraft for the flat fee of Rs.2,00,000/- for
the entire trip.
Prices and costs for four packages per person.

Tour plan Price
(t)

Hotel costs
({)

Meals and
other expenses

rt)
Deluxe I0.000/- 3,000/- 4,7501-
Standard 7,000t- 2,200/- 2,5001-
Economy 6,500/, r,900i- 2.200t-

the followins considerations must beIn planning trip the following

v. (a)
(b)

taken in to account
(i) At least 10% ofpackage must be ofdeluxe type
(ii) At least 35% but not more than 70% must be in standard type
(iii) At least 30% must be economy q/pe.
(iv) Maximum number of deluxe package available in ary aircraft is restricted to

60.
(v) The hotel desires that at least 120 ofthe toudsb should be on the deluxe and

sl.andard package together.
The travel agent wishes to mfiimize the total profit by delerrnining the number of
packages to offer in each type. Formulate LPP and find on optimum solution.

OR
Write note on canonical and general fonn of LPP,
Solve the LPP using two phase-method
Minimize z=lOxt+6x2+2x3 ..

Subjected to -\ +x2+\>_1

3xr+xr-xr22
x1,x2,\ 20.

(5)
(10)

VI. (a)
(b)

Give difercnt practical applications oftransportation problem. (5)
A company has factories at four different places (1,2, 3 and 4), which supply items to (10)
wear houses A, B, C, D and E. Monthly factory capacities are 200, 175, 150 and 325
respectively. Monthly wear house requirements are 110, 90, 120, 230 and 160
respectively. Unit shipping cost is given in following table. Shipment from I to B and
4 to D are not possible. Determine optimum distribution plan to minimize shipping
cost-

OR
Develop a zero-one model for assigrment problem. (5)
Consider the problem of assigning four sales persons to four different sales regions as (10)
sho$T below such that the total sales is riraximized.

(Con...3)

I
2
3

4

vII. (a)
(b)

A B C D E
l3 3l 8 20
t4 9 t7 26 l0
,L) ll 12 t7 15
10 2t t3 17
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VIII. (a)

(b)

Sales Region
23

Sales man

The cell entries represent annual sales figure in crores
allocation ofthe sales persons to different regions.

(i) Write note on dominance property.
(i) Write note on Von - Neuman's theorem.

Solve the following game
Player B

(5)

(10)

Player

x. (a)
(b)

OR
W.ite note on exponential distribution. (5)
In a hospital there are two physicians is to treat the in-patients. The number of beds (10)
for in patients in the hospital is 10. The arrival rate ofpatients at the in-pati€nt seotion
is 4/hour and service rate ofthe individual physician is 3/hour. The arrival rate as well
as service rate follows Poisson distribution. Find tle following.

(i) Probability that all physicians are free
(ii) Average waiting number ofpatients in queue
(iii) Average waiting number ofpatients in the system
(iv) Average waiting time per patient in the queue.
(v) Average waiting time per patient in the system,

I
2

J

5 ll 8 9
5 7 9 7

7 8 9 9
6 8 1t t2

I l IT ry
I 4 0 1 7 -1
II 0 -J -5 -7 5
III 3 2 ., 4 J
IV -6 -1 0 5

0 0 6 0 0
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BTS.V -t I l4-0792 Reg.No.

B.Tech. Degree WI Semester Examination November 2014
ME 702 VIBRATION AND NOIStr CONTROL

(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maimum Marks . 100

PART A
(Answer ALL questions)

(8x5:a0)
(a) Explain the working principle ofseismometer and accelerometer.

O) Prove that the whirling speed for a rotating shali is the same as the natual
frequency of transverse vibration.

(c) Explain the significaace of eigen values/vectors and mode shapes.
(d) Explain how Lagange's equation can be used to determine the equations of

rnotion of a vibrating system, with a suitable example.
(e) Derive the liequency equation oflongitudinal yibrations for a free-free beam

ra,ith zero initlal displacement.

(0 Explain the Rayleigh's metfi.od in determining the frequency for transverse
vibrations.

G)
(h)

PART B

(a)

(b.)

II

(a)UI.

When large cannons are fued. high pressure gases accelerate the projectile (9)
rnside the banel to a very high velocity, which in tum pushes the gun banel in
fte opposite direction of the projectile. Since it is desirable to bring the gun
barrel to rest in the shortest time without oscillatio4 it is made to move agailst
a critically dcunped sping-damper system called the recoil mechanism. In a
particular case. the gun barel and the recoil mechanism haye a mass of 500 kg
with a recoil spring stiffnest 10,000 N/m. The gun recoils 0.4 m upon fring.
Determine (i) the critical damping coefficient of the damper, (ii) the initial
recoil velocify ofthe gun.

OR
Derive 

-an 
expression for the displacemenl of mass a finction of time in an (6)

under-damped vibrahng system.

A vehicle rvith a rider has a total mass of500 kg and travels along a rough road (9)
at 100 km,&r. The road is assumed to be represented by a harmonic curve with
an amplitude Yo: 0.025 m ald wave length )"=6m. Deterrntne the required
spring stiffaess so that a steady state amplitude of 0.6 cm is obtained at the
given speed. Assume a damping factor of 0.5.

(b)

(P.r.o.)
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IV.

(6)

(e)

\.t.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

2

What is meant by a torsionally equilalent shaft? Explain.

A reciprocating engine fl1u,heel is coupled to a centrifugal pump through a pair
of gears. The shaft from the flyrruheel to the gear has 48 mm diameter and is

0.8 m long. Gear ratio is 4. Moment of inertia of flywheel, gear, pinion and

pump impeller are 1000, 14, 5 and 18 kg.m2 respectively. Determine the

natural friquency oftorsional oscillation ofthe system G:80 GN/m'?.

OR
Explain what is meant by coordinate coupling

Determine the natual frequencies and mode shapes of the vibrating system

shown in figure. (k : 200 N/m & m : 200 kg).

--r -.

_---r--_-

* >(.

-T-*"
Explain the Dmkerley's method ia determining the frequency for transverse
vibrations.

A shaft 1.5 m long supported in flexible short bearings at the ends, canies 2
wheels each of50 kg mass. One wheel is situat€d at the centre of the shaft and
other at a distance of 0.375 m from the left bearing. Thb shaft is hollow, of
extemal diameter 75 mm, intemal diameter 40mm. The weight of the shaft
may be neglected. E = 200 GN/m'?. Calculate the deflection of the shaft by
usrng (i) Dunkerley's method and (ii) Rayleigh's metho<L

OR

Derive the wave equation for the longitudinal vibration of bars.

A uniform beam fixed at one end and simply supported at the other is having
fansverse vibrations. Derive the frequency equation for the yibrating system.

Explain the terms (i) sound pressure level (ii) sound intensity lwel and (iii)
sound power level.

Six machines opemting individually make sound pressure levels of 78, 81, 81,
79, 72 afi 65 dB respectively. Detennine the overall sound pressure level
when all of them operate simultaneously.

OR
Show that as the distance fto.m a point source doubles, dre sound intensity level
decreases by 6 dB for spherical waves.

Explain the method adopted for dre control ofnoise (i) at the souce (ii) at the
receiver and (iii) along the patlr-

(6)

(9)

(6)

(9)

(a)

o)

VII.

VIT.

(a)

o)

(a)

@)

(6)

(e)

(6)

(e)

(6)

(e)

(a)

(b)

x.
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BTS.VII. 11.14_ 0800 Reg. No.

B.Tech. Degree VII Semester Examination November 2014

Time : 3 Hours

ME 703 MACHINE DESIGN II
(2006 Scheme)

PART A
(Answer,4l,Z questions)

Maximum Marks : 100

(8x5:40)
I. (a) Explain the working ofa centrifugal clutch and a cone clutch, with the help ofa sketch.

(b) What are the usual materials used for making flat belt?

(c) Sketch a spur gear train and write the terminologl used.

(d) Write notes on velocity factor in design ofgears.

(e) What are the requirements ofa good lubricant?

(0 Write notes on bearing materials.

(g) Explain general design recommendations for rolled sectpfs. ,,. 
- ",,

(h) Write notes on (i) Toierance (ii) Surface finish. ,'.' ' .' . - ,. ,. -" ' ,' . ;,;

lr ': '

PART B i,,.. .,,.,;,..,t,' ., .-

r. A clutch is to be designed for a lathe. calculate the irumi; ***;'k * "r:;; 

= *'

force required for the clulch to transmit a torque of 40 Nm under normal operating
condition. The clutch should slip under 200 percent of ratsd torque. The space limitations
restrict the diameter of the fiiction surface to 100 mm and 60mm. The clutch is to operate
in an oily atmosphere.

OR
IL In a band brake the drum diameter is 800 mm and the band thickness is 5 mm. The brake

facing has a coemcient of friction of0.25. The arc of contact is 250". This brake drum is
attached to a hoisting drum that sustains a rope load of 8 kN. The operating force has a
moment arm of 1.5 m ard the band is attached 150 mm from the pivot point. Determine l.
The force required to just support the load. 2. The required force when daection of
rotation is reversod and 3. The width of steel band limiting its tensile strength to 50
N/mm2.

ry. A pair of helical gears is to be designed to transmit 30 kW for a pinion speed of 1000 rpm
and a speed ratio of 1:5. Design the gear pair.

OR
V. It is desired to determine the proportions ofa spur gear drive to transmil 8 kW from a shaft

rotating at 1200 rpm to a low speed shaft, with reduction of 3: l Assunie that the teeth are
20' full depth involute, with 24 teeth on the pinion. The pinion is to be of40C8 normalized
stoel and gear of30C8 normalized steel. Assume that the stalling torque is 130 per cent of
the rated torque.

VI. A joumal bearing is proposed for a stream h[bine. The load on the journal is 3 kN,
diameter 50 mm, length 75 mm, speed 1600 rpm, diametral clearalce 0-001 and ambient
tempemture. 15.5'C.SAE 10 oil is used and th6 film temperature is 60.C. Determine the
heat generated and heat dissipated.

OR
VU. Write notes on

(i) Selectionofbearing
(ii) Hydrodynamictheory.

VIII. Give example for modification of design for manufacturirg easiness
OR

[x. Write notes on
(i) Prepration ofworking drawing.
(ii) Design recommendations for forging
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PARTA
(Answer III questions)

Define the following terms related to refrigeration:
(i) One ton of refrigeration (ii) Coeffrcient ofperfonnance (C.O.P.)

What is boot strap with reference to aircraft refiigeration systems?

What is absorption refrigeration? How does an absorption refrigeration
system differ from a vapor-compression refrigeration system?

Discuss the nomenclature used for classifi,ing reliigerants.

What is hermetically sealed compressor? Explaln its importance in the
system over open bpe compressor.

What is the function of expansion device? Name the different expansion
devices used in refrigeration system-

Explain the following terms: (i) Specifrc humidity (ii) Degree of saturalon ,..,.-,:._ .-

Deline the term effective temperatue and explain its signincance-4 ite; - "-- ,.- - tt'.
design of air conditioning system. /': . . 

'
t, . .': r,

PARTB :' ,'. ,'i..-,'-_ - - --.ar::..;/
-r:. --i. .:,, . ::1+_niX:-AO1

Ar.ubient air at a pressue of 0.8 bar is rammed to l-05 bar, l7c-anh ihadd -' (15)
available for a 10 TR boot strap alcraft refrigeration system. Air from main
compressor at 4 bar, after passing througl rnain heat exchanger, is firrther
compressed to 5 bar in the secondary compressor. The isentropic efficienctes
of both the compressors and turbile are 0.85. The effectiveness values of
main and auxiliary heat exchangers (using rammed air as coolant) are 0.7 and
0.75 respectively. The cabin is to be maintained at 1.01 bar and 25.C. Tale
Co=l kJlkg-K and 7 = t.4.
Find:

(D Power required
(ii) COP ofthe system
(iiD Maximum cycle temperature

OR
Expla:n the workrng of a Bell{oleman cycle air refrigeration system_ (r5)

(P.r.o.)

tr
B. Tech. Degree VII Semester Exumination November 2014

ME 704 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
(2006 Scheme)

Time: 3 Hours Maximurn Marks: 100

(8x5=40)
(a)

&)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

II.

m.
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IV. An R-12 vapour compression refrigeration system has a condensing (15)
temperature of 50'C. The refrigeration capacity is 7 tons. The liquid leaving
the condenser is saturated liquid and compression is isentropic. Detem ne
(i) Refrigerant flow rate (ii) Power requ ed to run the compressor (iii) COP
of fie slstem.
Tale enthalpy at the end ofisentropic compression = 210
Take following properties ofR-l2

OR
What are the desirable properries ofan ideal refrigerant? -
Heat is supplied to an absorption relligeration system from a geothermal well
at 130'C at a rate of 5x105kJ/hr. The environment is at 25"C. and the
refrigoated space is maintained at - 30'C. Determine the maximum rate at
which this system can remove heat &om the refrigerated space,

kJlkg

Temoerature fC) Enthalpv GJ/kg)
Liquid Vapour

50 84 858 206.298
0 36.022 t87 .397

v (a)
(b)

VI, Ammonia ice plant operates between a condenser temperature of 35'C and an (15)
evaporator temperature of -15'C- it produces 10 tons of ice per day from
water at 30"C to ice at -5'C. Assume simple saturation cycle. Using
properties ior ammonia, determine:

O the capacit_v ofthe refiigerant plal
(i, the mass flow rate of refrigerant
(ii| the discharge temperature
(iv) the compressor cylinder diarneter and stroke if its volumetric

efficiency is r7,:9.65, speed N=1200 ryrrL and stroke/bore

ratio L/D=1.2
(v) the horsepower of the compressor motor if the adiabalic

efficiency of the compressor q.=0.85 and mechanical

efiiciencY ?- = 0.95 and

(r,r) the tleoretioal and acrual COP
OR

Explain the working principle of evaporative condenser with the help of neat (7)
labeled sketch
Erplain the working of flooded evaporator with neat labeled sketch. State (8)
its application.

A sample of moist air has dry bulb temperature of 25"C and a relative (15)
humidity of 50%. The barornetric pressure is 740 mm ofHg, Calculate:

(l) Panial pressure ofwater vapour and dry air
(i, Dew point temperatue and specific humidity of air
(iii) Enthalpy of airlenthalpy of&y air

OR
Describe the different methods of air conditioning duct design.

VIL (a)

(b)

VI .

x. (1s)
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BTS -VII-11 14-0838 Reg. No.

B. Tech. Degree VII Semester Examination November 2014

ME 705 (D) QUALITY ENGINEERING
(2006 ftheme)

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer lIZ, questions)

(8x5=40)
(a) Briefly explain Poisson distribution as an approximation to the bionomial. In

this case. what are the limit values of 'n' and'p'?

(b) Define dispersion. List fou measures of dispersion.

(c) Write a note on control charts for defeots. What is the difference between a
defect and defective?

Distinguish between variable charts and attibute charts.

Briefly explain consumer's risk and producer's risk.

Define AOQL and LTPD.

L : 37, 43,28. 62, 59,20,83, 48, 52, 47
B : 35, 52, 77, 38, 26, 58, 63, 31, +0, 46

Which of the two batsmen do you consider the more consistent and more
efhcient? Ard why?

OR
In a tesf on electric light bulbs, it was found that the life-time ofa particular make (7)
rvas distributed normally with an average life of 2000 hours and a standard
deviation of 60 hows. What proportion of bulbs can be expected to burn for
more than 2100 hours?
If the probability that an individual suffers a bad reacrion from a certain (g)
injection is 0.001, determine the probability that out of 2000 individuals
(i) exactly 3 (ii) more than 2 individuals .r.r-ill suffer a bad reaction.

II. (a)
(b)

(d)

(e)

(0

(e)

(lt)

(a)

(b)

(P.r.o.)
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IV. (a)
(b)

2

What are the various methods of calculating process capability? (3)
In a manufacturing process the number of defectives found in the inspection of (12)
20 lots of 100 samples is given below:

Lot No. 123456 78910
No. ofdefectives 5 1 3 5 4 6 9 15 11 6
Lot No. 11 12 13 14 15 16 t7 18 t9 ZO
No. oldefectives 7 6 3 5 4 2 I 7 6 4

Determine the control limits ofp chart and state whether the process is i co[trol.
Also determine the new value ofmean Aaction deltctive if some points are oul of
control. Ccmpute the corresponding control limits and state whether &e process
is still in control or not

OR
Thc following data grve readings for 10 samples of size 8 each in the production (7)
of a ctrtain component:

(a)

Dmw the control charts for mean and tange and point out which samples are out
of limits.

(b) The following table gives the number of defectives found on 24 consecuti.r,e (S)
production days in daily samples of 200 items.

Sample
Mean
Range

Production day: I Z 3
No. ofdefectives: 10 5 10
Production day: 13 14 15
No. of defectives: 12 15 tt

12345678910
5.4 5.t 5.4 4.9 s.2 4.7 5.1 5.0 5.0 s 2
0.4 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6

4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12
12 tt 919 41227 25 9
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
14 10 4ttlt26 310 11

u.

Draw an np chart: Which points fall ouaide the control limits?

Explain the step by step procedure for constructing the OC curve for a single
sampling plan. Draft the OC curve of the single sampling plan with n = 3d0" .

c - 5.

OR
Briefly explain ATI curve.
Design a sequential sanrpling plan for
a = 0.05, Pl = 0.10, F =0.20, P2=0.30
Also compute minimum number of items inspccted for acceptin.s lhe lot and
minimum number of del-ectives for rejection of the lo[.

Briefly explain common reliability tests.
Explain the factors to be considered for good maintainability and improvement
in maintainability.

OR
Explail series system and parallel system ofreliability with characterisfics.
Briefly exFlain reliability function. How are the threc Weibull parameters
estimated ?

\IL (a)

o)

VNI

(15)

(5\ 
1

(10 );

,.,

(a)

o)

x. (a)
(b)

(r)
(8)

(1)
(8)
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